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Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is Krista Schaber-Chan and I am one of the partners at Harbinger.Harbinger has evolved over the years since our inception 5 years ago, but at the heart of it we lead our clients and their people through business transformations.We do this by instilling the strategy, planning and knowledge that drive lasting benefits by supporting user adoption and behaviour change.One of the common queries, topics, and problems that come up with clients is how to engage and empower people when a change is happening. After many years of practice and many client conversations, enablement at the individual level seemed to be what was missing from the Change Management processes and methodologies.



Today’s Session

Change Enablement
• The Evolution of Change Management

Enable First, Manage Second
• Using a coaching mindset to enhance your change management 

approach from tactical to enabled

Recognizing Resistance
• Is it resistance? Or are people simply "stuck" because they do not feel 

enabled or empowered?
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There is still a lot of focus on managing 
change, but…

“To manage is to control, 
to enable is to provide the opportunity to 

make meaningful change possible”
- Greg Roth, Managing Partner, Harbinger
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
“To manage is to control - to enable is to provide the opportunity to make meaningful change possible.”The term Change Management is engrained in our work culture, which is great! It took many years to get here.  But change does not happen at the organizational level; it happens at the individual level, one person at a time. It’s these “individuals” who become the catalysts for the organizational change.Essentially, the traditional approach to Change Management that we learned and have used for the past 20+ years is antiquated – Change Management needs to Change.These approaches and methodologies that we all use are good. But are they empowering or enabling the people who are going through the change or merely managing the task involved? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok, let’s start off by asking you a question, so let's take a few minutes for a short poll. Poll Question 1: Why would we want to enable change, opposed to only managing it?



Change Enablement: 
The Evolution of Change Management
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vs.

“The process of dealing with or 
controlling things or people.”

“To make it possible for something 
to happen or exist by fostering the 

necessary conditions.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So why should we think about change in terms of enablement instead of management?If you google “manage” or “enable” you will receive many definitions.Here are a few common definitions of both manage and enable according to the internet:Manage: To succeed in doing or dealing with somethingThe process of dealing with or controlling somethingTo supervise something or someoneEnable:To give the ability or means to do somethingTo provide means or opportunityTo make someone able to do something, or to make something possible



Enable First, Manage Second:
Using a coaching mindset to enhance your change 
management approach from tactical to enabled

• Change happens one person at a time and so does establishing a 
change enabled culture

• A coaching mindset (i.e. asking the right questions) empowers 
employees (at all levels) to contribute, lead, and take personal 
responsibility for their change journey
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• Focus on creating an environment where people 
are enabled to lead and make decisions, by 
providing opportunity to process and digest the 
change, ask questions and ultimately own it for 
themselves.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Change happens one person at a time, and so does establishing change enablement.Today more than ever, it’s important for employees at all levels to be empowered to contribute and feel the are able. Regardless of the size of the change, it’s important for organizations to focus on creating an environment where their people are enabled to lead (with or without title) and make decisions, while also being provided with opportunities to take personal responsibility for their change journey.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok, I’d like to ask you another question…Poll question 2:Who has thought “gosh, I don’t have time to talk to everyone whose going through a change”?



Applying a Coaching Mindset to Enable Change
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often when a change is happening there are many people going through it who need support. We know that change happens one person at a time, but that doesn’t mean you have to actually speak with or coach each person individually – could you imagine?Applying a coaching mindset doesn’t need to be time consuming or difficult. Instead, it’s about asking the right questions, to the right people, at the right time via the right medium!You probably already do this, whether intentionally or instinctually! But essentially, you want to open people’s awareness and discovery and you can do this through many different approaches1:1 meetingsFocus groupsEmails (targeted to individuals, small groups)Social platforms (Yammer, Teams sites, etc.) Broad or targeted communications (such as townhalls, recurring agenda slot in a team meeting, videos, etc.) Using a coaching mindset (like coaching), is about the other person – helping them produce their own awareness and solution. When enabling people through change you want to ask the types of questions that make them think and reflect.��



Coaching Mindset doesn’t need to be time 
consuming or difficult
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What is the need 
for the change?

What do you 
find challenging 

about the 
change?

What about it is 
important to you? 

To your team or 
organization?

What about it 
worries you?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The idea of using a coaching mindset is to tap into the individual and make them really think about the change as something that is really happening, instead of just another organizational initiative.Some questions you can ask:What is the need for the change? - Is the business mandating it? Is your team restructuring? Are you looking for career growth?What about it worries you?What about it is important to you? To your team or organization?What about it do you find challenging? Is it hard to envision the future state? Is it too much change all at once? Do you simply not understand the what and why?



Resistance:
Recognizing it and understanding where it comes from
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“I don’t want to and 
you can’t make me”

- Robyn the Resister 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Merriam Webster states that resistance is “an act or instance of opposing” – specifically a hostile or contrary action or condition.The American Psychological Association dictionary states that resistance is “generally, any action in opposition to, defying, or withstanding something or someone”. Tyler Davis, associate professor of psychological sciences at Texas Tech University says ‘some people feel their identity is related to [the thing they are resisting], that they most likely don’t disagree with the [logic or reasons for the change] but are making a cultural or political statement: “I don’t want to and you can’t make me” ‘Hot topic right now in the world – Masks!



Resistance:
It’s a big part of leading and supporting change, and you 
should never be surprised by it – resistance is normal 

Is it resistance? Or are people simply "stuck" because they do not feel 
enabled or empowered? 

Some reasons people may resist change:
• Lack of information or understanding
• Level of impact on current job or role
• The organization’s past performance with change
• Lack of visible support and commitment for the change
• Change fatigue
• Comfort with the way things are
• Feeling “stuck”
• Fear of Job or Position loss
• Not feeling personally connected or accountable for own change 

journey
• Feeling inadequate about ability or capability
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Resistance is a big part of leading and supporting change, and you should never be surprised by it – resistance is normal.It is basic human nature of people to try and keep their methods and customs constant, even when they know they are inefficient or ineffective.The question I like to ask is, “Is it resistance? Or are people simply "stuck" because they do not feel enabled or empowered?” I hear the buzz-phrase “engagement” a lot. But the reality is people will not fully engage (despite your best efforts) unless they feel responsible and accountable for their own change journey.Resistance often come from a place of not taking accountability for their own outcomes or from a place of loss of identity.So how can we reduce the onset or disruption of resistance? This is where using a coaching mindset can shift the balance of responsibility and accountability from the Leader who is driving the change or the Change Manager who is supporting the change, to the individual(s) who are being impacted by the change.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok, lets ask another question…Poll question 3:What are some signs of resistance?Unexplained physical illnessesIncreased absenteeismDestructive communicationDecreased productivityLack of morale or motivationBurn-out or fatigueIndifferent or apatheticSilence or disengagedNot doing the “new” thing



Addressing Resistance:
Applying a Coaching Mindset when supporting those 
who are stuck or resisting

There is no one recipe for perfectly curbing resistance. Supporting those who 
are showing signs of resisting is largely shaped by timing and circumstance.
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Step Activities
Conversation and Dialogue 
(two-way)

• 1:1 conversations
• Identify fears/ hesitations
• Establish regular touch-points

Action plan Document 
• The fears/hesitations
• A commitment to address them
• List of “new normal”

Building personal connection 
to the change

• Challenge thinking
• Focus on solutions
• Identify and practice new behaviours

Look forward • Lessons learned
• Celebrate success

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proactively supporting resistance is about acting on foresight, instead of waiting for a problem to arise.We can’t always know or see where resistance will come from or when. But even in a reactive approach, we can still apply coaching mindset to support the resister. The resistors may require in-the-moment intervention such as:Removing the barriers by focusing on the what instead of the how (or how come)Asking them to think about clear choices or consequencesRemoval of extremely resistant individuals 



Watch for Resistance throughout the stages 
of change
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Using the Stages of Adoption Change Curve as a support tool, you can plan to be 
prepared for resistance because it will help you see who is lagging and requires 
support.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When watching for resistance, do so by look at where employees are in the curve – signs of resistance or being stuck can happen at any stage:Are they informed and do they understand? Meaning, are the aware and do they fully understand why, what and when and even how?Do they feel optimistic for this change? If not, why? Have they learned what is required to go through the change? Learned new skills or desired behaviours?How able are they? Have they had any training or other learning opportunities? Are they being supported and empowered?Communicate the WIIFM (What’s In It For Me) or the What Does It Mean For Me



Universal Charter:
Tool that can support those who are stuck
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to building action plans with those whom you feel are resisters or at risk of being resisters is to have individuals /teams build a Charter.Essentially a charter is a plan and agreement (with self or team) to act or behave a certain way.Beginning with the principles (principles that have been established from the executive team or corporate level), individuals or teams list out the “rules of engagement” for the new behaviours / change.  A charter is personal in that the person or team should decide on the format and the depth of detail. I have seen the charter exercise go through many iterations before a final product is revealed.  Also, the charter is a living document – always evolving.We have included some examples of charters and a template that you can use.



Supporting a 
Change Enablement 
Mindset

"You don't manage people, 
you manage things. 

You [ENABLE] people.“

– Grace Hopper
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will close today with one of my most favourite change quotes from rear admiral Grace Hopper – I use it ever chance I get - because I feel it succinctly explains the people and business side of change. But recently, I started to take this quote one step further to say “you don’t manage people, you manage things – you ENABLE people” (Instead of you LEAD people)I think fundamentally it will take some time to change the predominant language that is used when we talk about our Job titles (i.e. Change practitioners/ Change Champions/ Change Managers). It has taken ~25 years to get organizations and leaders to see they need “Change Management”. But I do think we can act, engage and lead our clients, employers and peers differently – to help them see there is a better way for change – and that is through enablement, engagement and empowerment, not merely management.  



Thank you!
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